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Propensity-score matching is increasingly being used to reduce the confounding that can occur in observational studies examining the effects of treatments or interventions on outcomes. We used Monte Carlo simulations to examine the following algorithms for forming matched pairs of treated and untreated subjects: optimal matching, greedy nearest neighbor matching without replacement, and greedy nearest neighbor matching without replacement within specified caliper widths. For each of the latter two algorithms, we examined four different sub-algorithms defined by the order in which treated subjects were selected for matching to an untreated subject: lowest to highest propensity score, highest to lowest propensity score, best match first, and random order. We also examined matching with replacement. We found that (i) nearest neighbor matching induced the same balance in baseline covariates as did optimal matching; (ii) when at least some of the covariates were continuous, caliper matching tended to induce balance on baseline covariates that was at least as good as the other algorithms; (iii) caliper matching tended to result in estimates of treatment effect with less bias compared with optimal and nearest neighbor matching; (iv) optimal and nearest neighbor matching resulted in estimates of treatment effect with negligibly less variability than did caliper matching; (v) caliper matching had amongst the best performance when assessed using mean squared error; (vi) the order in which treated subjects were selected for matching had at most a modest effect on estimation; and (vii) matching with replacement did not have superior performance compared with caliper matching without replacement. © 2013 The Authors. Statistics in Medicine published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

There is an increasing interest in estimating the causal effects of treatment using observational or non-randomized data. In observational studies, the baseline characteristics of treated or exposed subjects often differ systematically from those of untreated or unexposed subjects. Essential to the production of high-quality evidence to inform decision-making is the ability to minimize the effect of confounding. An increasingly frequent approach to minimizing bias when estimating causal treatment effects is based on the propensity score [1]. The propensity score is the probability of treatment assignment conditional on observed baseline covariates. There are four methods in which the propensity score can be used: matching on the propensity score, stratification on the propensity score, covariate adjustment using the propensity score, and inverse probability of treatment weighting using the propensity score [1, 2].

Propensity-score matching is frequently used in the medical and social sciences literatures [3–6]. Propensity-score matching involves forming matched sets of treated and untreated subjects that share a similar value of the propensity score. The most common implementation is 1:1 or pair-matching in which pairs of treated and untreated subjects are formed. The effect of treatment on outcomes can be estimated by comparing outcomes between treatment groups in the matched sample. Pair-matching on the propensity score allows one to estimate the average treatment effect in the treated (ATT) [7]. In the
methodological literature, a wide range of different methods have been proposed for forming matched pairs. These include optimal matching, nearest neighbor matching, and nearest neighbor matching within specified propensity score calipers [8, 9]. In the medical literature, the latter appears to be the most common matching method, although there is no consistency in the caliper width that is used [3, 4]. Furthermore, one can consider matching with or without replacement. Matching with replacement and optimal matching appear to be used infrequently in the applied literature. Although prior studies have compared the relative performance of different caliper widths when using nearest neighbor matching within specified caliper widths [10, 11], there is a paucity of research comparing different matching algorithms.

The objective of the current paper is to compare the performance of different algorithms for matching on the propensity score. The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we describe different matching algorithms. In Section 3, we describe a series of Monte Carlo simulations to examine the performance of these algorithms for estimating linear treatment effects. In particular, we report on bias, variance, mean squared error (MSE), and balance on baseline covariates induced by matching on the propensity score. In Section 4, we present a case study in which we compare the performance of different matching algorithms when estimating the effect of drug prescribing on mortality in a cohort of patients discharged from hospital with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our findings and place them in the context of the existing literature.

2. Descriptions of algorithms for pair-matching on the propensity score

In this section, we briefly review different algorithms for forming pairs of treated and untreated subjects matched on the propensity score. We describe optimal matching, greedy nearest neighbor matching without replacement, greedy nearest neighbor matching with replacement within specified caliper widths, nearest neighbor matching with replacement, and nearest neighbor matching with replacement within specified caliper widths. We restrict our attention to methods for forming pairs of treated and untreated subjects and do not consider different variations of many-to-one matching.

We first consider methods based on matching without replacement. Using this approach, we matched each untreated subject to at most one treated subject. Once an untreated subject has been matched to a treated subject, that untreated subject is no longer eligible for consideration as a match for other treated subjects. The primary distinction between different matching algorithms that use matching without replacement is between optimal matching and methods based on greedy matching [8]. Optimal matching forms matched pairs so as to minimize the average within-pair difference in propensity scores. In contrast, greedy nearest neighbor matching selects a treated subject and then selects as a matched control subject, the untreated subject whose propensity score is closest to that of the treated subject (if multiple untreated subjects are equally close to the treated subject, one of these untreated subjects is selected at random). We examined four different approaches to greedy nearest neighbor matching. First, we selected sequentially treated subjects from highest to lowest propensity score; second, we selected sequentially treated subjects from lowest to highest propensity score; third, we selected sequentially treated subjects in the order of the best possible match. Thus, the first selected treated subject was that treated subject who was closest to an untreated subject. The second selected treated subject was that treated subject who was closest to the remaining untreated subjects; fourth, we selected treated subjects in a random order. When using this last approach, one can use a fixed random number seed so that the matched sample is reproducible in subsequent analyses. We refer to these four algorithms as greedy nearest neighbor matching (high to low), greedy nearest neighbor matching (low to high), greedy nearest neighbor matching (closest distance), and greedy nearest neighbor matching (random), respectively.

A modification to greedy nearest neighbor matching is greedy nearest neighbor matching within specified caliper widths. In this modification to greedy nearest neighbor matching, we can match treated and untreated subjects only if the absolute difference in their propensity scores is within a prespecified maximal distance (the caliper distance). When using caliper matching, we matched subjects on the logit of the propensity score using a caliper width that was defined as a proportion of the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score [9, 12]. Although it may appear inconsistent to have some methods be based on matching on the propensity score whereas other methods are based on matching on the logit of the propensity score, there are valid reasons for this discrepancy. Matching on the propensity score would appear to be the natural metric to use, and we have used it as the default approach. However, when using caliper matching, we have chosen to match on the logit of the propensity score because the reduction in bias due to the use of different caliper widths has been described when matching on the
logit of the propensity score [9]. Because there are theoretical justifications for the choice of different calipers when matching on the logit of the propensity score, we have elected to use this approach for the caliper-based matching algorithms. We examined greedy nearest neighbor matching (high to low) within specified caliper widths, greedy nearest neighbor matching (low to high) within specified caliper widths, greedy nearest neighbor matching (closest distance) within specified caliper widths, and greedy nearest neighbor matching (random order) within specified caliper widths.

Optimal matching and greedy nearest neighbor matching on the propensity score will result in all treated subjects being matched to an untreated subject (assuming that the number of untreated subjects is at least as large as the number of treated subjects). However, greedy nearest neighbor matching within specified caliper widths may not result in all treated subjects being matched to an untreated subject, because for some treated subjects, there may not be any untreated subjects who are unmatched and whose propensity score lies within the specified caliper distance of that of the treated subject.

All of the methods described earlier used matching without replacement: once an untreated subject had been matched to a given treated subject, that untreated subject is no longer eligible for consideration as a match for a subsequent treated subject. Thus, we could include each untreated subject in at most one matched pair in the final matched sample. The final two algorithms that we considered used matching with replacement. Matching with replacement permits the same untreated subject to be matched to multiple treated subjects. We considered nearest neighbor matching with replacement and nearest neighbor matching within specified caliper widths with replacement. Each of these approaches simply matches each treated subject to the nearest untreated subject (subject to possible caliper restrictions). Because untreated subjects are recycled or allowed to be included in multiple matched sets, the order in which the treated subjects are selected has no effect on the formation of matched pairs.

3. Monte Carlo simulations

We used a series of Monte Carlo simulations to compare the performance of different algorithms for matching on the propensity score. We assessed the performance of each algorithm using the following four criteria: (i) bias in estimating linear treatment effects; (ii) variance of the estimated treatment effect; (iii) the MSE of estimated linear treatment effects; and (iv) the ability to induce balance on measured baseline covariates.

3.1. Monte Carlo simulations–methods

We based the design of our Monte Carlo simulations on a prior study that examined the performance of different caliper widths for use with greedy nearest neighbor matching [11]. As in the prior study, we assumed that there were 10 covariates (X1−X10) that effected either treatment selection or the outcome. The treatment-selection model was \( \logit(p_{i|\text{treat}}) = \alpha_{0|\text{treat}} + \alpha_L x_{1,i} + \alpha_L x_{2,i} + \alpha_M x_{5,i} + \alpha_M x_{6,i} + \alpha_H x_{8,i} + \alpha_H x_{9,i} + \alpha_{VH} x_{10,i} \). For each subject, we generated treatment status (denoted by \( z \)) from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter \( p_{i|\text{treat}} \). For each subject, we generated both a continuous and a dichotomous outcomes. We generated the continuous outcome using the following model:

\[
y_i = \beta_0 + z_i + \alpha_L x_{2,i} + \alpha_L x_{3,i} + \alpha_M x_{5,i} + \alpha_M x_{6,i} + \alpha_H x_{8,i} + \alpha_H x_{9,i} + \alpha_{VH} x_{10,i} + \epsilon_i, \text{ where } \epsilon_i \sim N(0, \sigma = 3).\]

Thus, treatment increased the mean response by one unit (thus, the ATT was 1). For each subject, we also generated a dichotomous outcome using the following logistic model: \( \logit(p_{i|\text{outcome}}) = \beta_{0|\text{outcome}} + \beta_{\text{treat}} z_i + \alpha_L x_{2,i} + \alpha_L x_{3,i} + \alpha_M x_{5,i} + \alpha_M x_{6,i} + \alpha_H x_{8,i} + \alpha_H x_{9,i} + \alpha_{VH} x_{10,i} \). We then generated a binary outcome for each subject from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter \( p_{i|\text{outcome}} \). We selected the intercept, \( \beta_{0|\text{outcome}} \), in the logistic outcome model so that the incidence of the outcome would be approximately equal to the proportion of patients hospitalized with an AMI who are readmitted within 1 year (11%) and to the 30-day mortality rate for hospitalized AMI patients (12%) [13, 14]. In a given simulated dataset, we simulated a binary outcome for each subject, under the assumption that all subjects were not treated (\( z = 0 \)). We then calculated the incidence of the outcome in the simulated dataset. We used a bisection approach to determine that value of \( \beta_{0|\text{outcome}} \) that would result in an incidence of 0.10. We set the regression coefficients \( \alpha_L, \alpha_M, \alpha_H, \) and \( \alpha_{VH} \) to \( \log(1.25), \log(1.5), \log(1.75), \) and \( \log(2) \), respectively. Thus, there were two covariates that had a weak effect on each of treatment selection and outcomes, two covariates that had a moderate effect on each of treatment selection and outcomes, two covariates that had a strong effect on each of treatment selection and outcomes, and one covariate that had a very strong effect on both treatment selection and outcomes. We selected the conditional log-odds ratio, \( \beta_{\text{treat}} \), using methods described elsewhere so that average absolute risk reduction in treated subjects due to treatment would be...
Briefly, for a given value of $\beta_{\text{treat}}$, we determined the probability of the occurrence of the outcome for each subject twice: first, under the assumption that the subject was untreated; second, under the assumption that the subject was treated. The subject-specific risk-difference was the difference between these two probabilities. We then determined the average subject-specific risk-difference across all subjects who ultimately received the treatment (because we are focusing on the ATT). We used an iterative process to determine the value of $\beta_{\text{treat}}$ that would result in the desired risk difference ($-0.02$). We performed this iterative process prior to the main body of simulations. Thus, we used the same value of $\beta_{\text{treat}}$ in all 1000 simulated datasets in a given scenario. Because we were simulating data with a desired ATT, the value of $\beta_{\text{treat}}$ would depend on the proportion of subjects that were treated. Note that this approach allows for variation in subject-specific treatment effects (or differences in risk). We used a logistic model to simulate data with an underlying average treatment effect in the treated because such an approach will guarantee that individual probabilities of the occurrence of the outcome will lie within the unit interval. Although the use of a linear model to generate probabilities would result in a linear treatment effect on the probability scale, such an approach could result in subjects whose probabilities of the occurrence of the outcome lie outside of the unit interval (and thus violate the definition of a probability). The use of an appropriate link function will constrain predicted probabilities to lie within the unit interval, regardless of the values taken by the baseline covariates. The adopted approach results in a uniform effect of treatment on the relative odds scale, whereas the absolute effect of treatment may vary across subjects. However, this may be reflective of many clinical scenarios, because the absolute risk reduction may be greater for subjects at a greater baseline risk of the event compared with subjects with a lower baseline risk of the event. Despite potential non-uniformity of the absolute risk reduction, clinical investigators are still interested in estimating the average risk difference over the population (or over the treated subjects).

Our Monte Carlo simulations had a complete factorial design in which the following two factors were allowed to vary: (i) the distribution of the 10 baseline covariates; and (ii) the proportion of subjects who received the treatment. We considered five different distributions for the 10 baseline covariates: (a) the 10 covariates had independent standard normal distributions; (b) the 10 covariates were from a multivariable normal distribution. Each variable had mean zero and unit variance, and the pair-wise correlation between variables was 0.25; (c) the first five variables were independent Bernoulli random variables each with parameter 0.5, whereas the second five variables were independent standard normal random variables; (d) the 10 random variables were independent Bernoulli random variables, each with parameter 0.5; and (e) the 10 random variables were correlated Bernoulli random variables. In this setting, 10 continuous variables were generated as in scenario (b). Each continuous variable was then dichotomized at the population mean (zero). In a prior study, Austin [11] used the first four of these scenarios (a–d), whereas the fifth scenario was added to the current study. In a clinical context, the continuous variables can represent variables such as demographic characteristics (age, years of education, or income), vital signs (systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, and respiratory rate), and results of laboratory testing (e.g., hemoglobin, lipid levels, and creatinine). The dichotomous variables can represent demographic characteristics (sex) or the presence or absence of risk factors and co-existing illnesses (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, and kidney disease). For the second factor, we considered five different levels for the proportion of subjects that were treated: 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.33. We modified the value of $\alpha_{0,\text{treat}}$ in the treatment-selection model to obtain the desired prevalence of treatment in the simulated datasets. We thus considered 25 different scenarios: five different distributions for the baseline covariates times five levels of the proportion of subjects who were treated (0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.33).

In each of the 25 scenarios, we simulated 1000 datasets, each consisting of 1000 subjects. The decision to use simulated datasets of size 1000 was made for two reasons. First, matching algorithms can be computationally intensive. Because 12 different matching algorithms were being examined, the decision was made to use datasets of moderate size. Second, in a systematic review of the use of propensity score methods in the medical literature, we observed that these methods have been used in datasets of size less than 1000 [16]. In each simulated dataset, we estimated the propensity score using a logistic regression model to regress treatment assignment on the seven variables that affect the outcome. We selected this approach as it has been shown to result in superior performance compared with including all measured covariates or those variables that affect treatment selection [17]. In practice, one can use the existing literature and clinical or subject-matter knowledge and expertise to identify those variables that affect the outcome. It is likely that this set of variables will be relatively consistent across regions or jurisdictions, whereas the set of variables that affect treatment selection may vary between regions or jurisdictions. In each simulated dataset, we used 12 different matching algorithms to match treated
subjects to untreated subjects: optimal matching (on the propensity score and on the logit of the propensity score), greedy nearest neighbor matching (high to low), greedy nearest neighbor matching (low to high), greedy nearest neighbor matching (closest distance), greedy nearest neighbor matching (random order), caliper matching (low to high), caliper matching (high to low), caliper matching (closest distance), caliper matching (random order), nearest neighbor matching (with replacement), and caliper matching (with replacement). For the nearest neighbor matching algorithms, we matched subjects on the propensity score, whereas in the caliper matching algorithms, we matched subjects on the logit of the propensity score using a caliper of width equal to 0.2 of the standard deviation of logit of the propensity score [11]. Thus, in each simulated dataset, we formed 12 matched sets.

In each matched set, we estimated the estimated treatment effect as the difference between the mean of the observed outcome in treated subjects in the matched sample and the mean of the observed outcome in untreated subjects in the matched sample: $\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_{1,i} - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_{0,i}$, where $Y_{1,i}$ and $Y_{0,i}$ denote the outcome for the $i$th treated subject and $i$th untreated subject in the matched sample, respectively (and where the matched sample consists of $N$ matched pairs). Thus, we estimated both a difference in means (continuous outcome) and a risk difference (binary outcome) in the propensity-score matched sample. This estimator removes the effect of confounding because the distribution of baseline covariates is expected to be the same in treated and untreated subjects in the matched sample [1]. We also computed the absolute standardized difference comparing the distribution of each of the 10 baseline covariates between treatment groups in each of the matched samples [18, 19]. For continuous variables, the standardized difference is defined as $d = \frac{\bar{x}_{\text{treatment}} - \bar{x}_{\text{control}}}{\sqrt{\frac{s^2_{\text{treatment}}}{N_{\text{treatment}}} + \frac{s^2_{\text{control}}}{N_{\text{control}}}}}$, where $\bar{x}_{\text{treatment}}$ and $\bar{x}_{\text{control}}$ denote the sample mean of the covariate in treated and untreated subjects, respectively, whereas $s^2_{\text{treatment}}$ and $s^2_{\text{control}}$ denote the sample variance of the covariate in treated and untreated subjects, respectively. For dichotomous variables, the standardized differences are defined as $d = \sqrt{\frac{p_{\text{treatment}}(1 - p_{\text{treatment}}) + p_{\text{control}}(1 - p_{\text{control}})}{p_{\text{treatment}} + p_{\text{control}}(1 - p_{\text{treatment}}) + p_{\text{control}}}}$, where $p_{\text{treatment}}$ and $p_{\text{control}}$ denote the prevalence or mean of the dichotomous variable in treated and untreated subjects, respectively. For caliper matching, we determined the mean percentage of treated subjects that were matched to an untreated subject (for the other matching algorithms, 100% of treated subjects will be matched to an untreated subject because there is no restriction on the maximum difference in the propensity scores for a matched pair).

Let $\theta$ denote the true treatment effect (1 and $-0.02$ for continuous and binary outcomes, respectively), and let $\theta_i$ denote the estimated treatment effect in the $i$th simulated sample ($i = 1, \ldots, 1000$). We estimated the mean estimated treatment effect as $\frac{1}{1000} \sum_{i=1}^{1000} \theta_i$ and the MSE as $\frac{1}{1000} \sum_{i=1}^{1000} (\theta_i - \theta)^2$. For each of the 10 baseline covariates, we estimated the mean absolute standardized difference across the 1000 simulated datasets.

### 3.2. Monte Carlo simulations–results

To provide a context for the estimated treatment effects obtained using different matching algorithms, we examined the mean estimated crude or unadjusted treatment effects across the 25 different scenarios. The minimum and maximum crude treatment effects for the continuous outcome were 1.20 (percent bias: 20%) and 3.46 (percent bias: 246%). The first and third quartiles were 1.53 (53%) and 1.88 (88%), respectively. The minimum and maximum crude treatment effects for the binary outcome were 0 (percent bias: $-100\%$) and 0.238 (percent bias: $-129\%$). The first and third quartiles were 0.026 (232%) and 0.062 ($-412\%$), respectively. These summary statistics allow one to examine the degree to which bias was reduced by using different matching algorithms.

The results for optimal matching on the propensity score were the same as those for optimal matching on the logit of the propensity score. In order to simplify the presentation of our results, we do not present results for the latter algorithm. Optimal matching, greedy nearest neighbor matching without replacement, and greedy nearest neighbor matching with replacement result, by design, in 100% of treated subjects being included in the matched sample. For the different caliper matching algorithms, the average percentage of treated subjects matched to an untreated subject in each of the 25 scenarios is described in Figure A1 in the Supporting information. For each of the five sets of distributions for the baseline covariates, the percentage of treated subjects successfully matched to an untreated subject was highest when caliper matching with replacement was used. The rank ordering of the four caliper
methods that used matching without replacement was (from highest percentage of matched subjects to lowest percentage) selecting treated subjects from highest to lowest propensity score, selecting treated subjects at random, sequentially selecting treated subjects from best to worst match, and sequentially selecting treated from lowest to highest propensity score. The differences between caliper matching (highest to lowest) without replacement and the three other methods that used matching without replacement tended to increase as the prevalence of treatment increased (i.e., differences between caliper matching (highest to lowest) without replacement and the three other methods were the smallest when 5% of subjects were treated, whereas it was the greatest when 33% of subjects were treated).

The mean within-pair difference in the propensity score for the different matching algorithms is reported in Figure A2 in the Supporting information. Greedy nearest neighbor matching (lowest to highest) tended to result in mean differences in the propensity score that were greater than those from all other matching methods. Optimal matching tended to result in performance similar to that of three of the methods based on nearest neighbor matching without replacement (high to low, random, and closest distance). As would be expected, matching without replacement resulted in matched samples with the lowest mean within-pair difference in the propensity score. Caliper matching without replacement tended to have a performance between that of the nearest neighbor matching without replacement algorithms and the methods that used matching with replacement.

We report the mean estimated linear treatment effects in Figure 1 (continuous outcome) and Figure 2 (binary outcome). Recall that the true treatment effects were 1 and −0.02, respectively. A horizontal line has been added to each panel denoting the magnitude of the true treatment effect. In general, optimal matching and nearest neighbor matching without replacement tended to have similar performance. Bias tended to be less with nearest neighbor caliper matching and matching with replacement. Amongst the methods that used caliper matching without replacement, bias tended to be less when treated subjects were selected in a random order or sequentially in the order of best match first.

We report the standard deviations of the estimated treatment effects across the 1000 simulated datasets for each scenario in Figure 3 (continuous outcome) and Figure A3 in the Supporting information (binary outcome). Matching with replacement tended to result in estimates that displayed greater variability than the methods based on matching without replacement. When at least some of the covariates were normally distributed and the outcome was continuous, optimal matching and the four implementations of nearest neighbor matching without replacement tended to result in estimates that displayed slightly less variability than the methods based on caliper matching without replacement.

We report the MSE of the estimated treatment effects in Figure 4 (continuous outcome) and Figure 5 (binary outcome). Matching with replacement tended to result in estimates with greater MSE compared with methods based on matching without replacement. The four different nearest neighbor caliper matching algorithms that used matching without replacement tended to have very similar performance to one another. In some settings, they had very similar performance to optimal matching and to nearest neighbor matching without replacement. However, in a minority of scenarios, their performance substantially exceeded that of optimal matching and that of nearest neighbor matching without replacement.

We report the mean absolute standardized differences for the 10 covariates under the different matching algorithms in Figures A4–A8 in the Supporting information for the five different sets of distributions for the baseline covariates. Several observations merit comment. First, in a few of the scenarios, matching with replacement resulted in slightly greater imbalance in measured baseline covariates compared with matching without replacement. This finding at first appears counterintuitive, because matching with replacement matches each treated subject to the nearest untreated subject. Thus, one would expect better balance on baseline covariates compared with the competing approaches. However, this finding is a result of how balance is assessed. Matching with replacement will most likely result in the same untreated subject being included multiple times in the matched sample. Thus, when the variance of the baseline covariate is estimated in treated and untreated subjects, the inclusion of the same untreated subject in multiple matched pairs will reduce the variability of the baseline covariate in the matched untreated subjects. This will result in an inflation of the standardized difference, because the pooled variance of the baseline covariate forms the denominator of the standardized difference. Second, when at least some of the baseline covariates were normally distributed, caliper matching without replacement tended to result in improved balance compared with methods based on nearest neighbor matching without replacement. The differences between these two sets of algorithms increased as the proportion of subjects who were treated increased. Third, optimal matching and the different implementations of nearest neighbor matching without replacement tended to result in the same balance in baseline covariates across the different scenarios.
Figure 1. Treatment effect: difference in means.

Figure 2. Treatment effect: risk difference.
Figure 3. Standard deviation of estimated difference in means.

Figure 4. Treatment effect: mean squared error of difference in means.
We conducted a brief, post-hoc analysis to examine the stability of our findings due to the use of 1000 simulated datasets. We restricted our attention to one scenario (multivariate normal covariates and a prevalence of exposure of 5%) and one method (caliper matching—random order). In this sensitivity analysis, we replicated our simulations 10 times—we created 1000 simulated datasets 10 times. We constructed each of the 10,000 simulated datasets using a different random number seed. We then determined the mean estimated treatment effect and the MSE of the estimated treatment effect in each of the 10 sets of 1000 simulated datasets. When using caliper matching (random order), the estimated difference in means ranged from $0.980$ to $1.033$ across the 10 sets of simulated datasets, whereas the MSE of the estimate ranged from $0.384$ to $0.440$. Similarly, the estimated mean risk difference ranged from $0.022$ to $0.013$, whereas the MSE of the estimate ranged from $0.0067$ to $0.0074$.

### 4. Case study

We used a sample of 9107 patients discharged from 103 acute care hospitals in Ontario, Canada, with a diagnosis of AMI (or heart attack) between April 1, 1999 and March 31, 2001. We collected data on these subjects as part of the Enhanced Feedback for Effective Cardiac Treatment (EFFECT) study, an initiative intended to improve the quality of care for patients with cardiovascular disease in Ontario [13, 14]. The EFFECT study consisted of two phases. We collected data on patient demographics, vital signs and physical examination at presentation, medical history, and results of laboratory tests for this sample.

For the current case study, the exposure of interest was whether the patient received a prescription for a statin lipid-lowering agent at hospital discharge. Three thousand and forty-nine (33.5%) patients received a prescription at hospital discharge. The outcome of interest for this case study was a binary variable denoting whether the patient died within 8 years of hospital discharge. Three thousand five hundred and ninety-three (39.5%) patients died within 8 years of hospital discharge. Additional propensity score analyses in this sample are described elsewhere [20, 21].

We estimated a propensity score for statin treatment using logistic regression to regress an indicator variable denoting statin treatment on 30 baseline covariates. We used restricted cubic smoothing splines
to model the relationship between each of the 11 continuous covariates and the log-odds of statin prescribing. We used each of the matching algorithms described earlier to form matched samples consisting of pairs of treated and untreated subjects.

Figure 6 reports the standardized difference for each of the 30 baseline covariates in the original, unmatched sample and in each of the matched samples. In the original sample, 10 of the 30 covariates had standardized differences that exceeded 0.10, with the largest standardized difference being for history of hyperlipidemia (0.88). Optimal matching and the nearest neighbor matching without replacement algorithms resulted in substantially improved balance. In the matched samples, 29 of the 30 covariates had standardized differences that were less than 0.10. The standardized difference for hyperlipidemia remained large (0.43) in these matched samples. The four algorithms based on caliper matching without replacement resulted in substantial reductions in imbalance: all standardized differences were less than 0.101. Of these algorithms, caliper matching (closest distance) resulted in the best balance (all standardized differences were less than 0.04).

Figure 7. Estimated absolute risk reduction.
Figure 7 reports the absolute reductions in the probability of death within 8 years of discharge. The crude reduction in the probability of death was 0.154. The two optimal matching algorithms and the four greedy nearest neighbor matching algorithms that used matching without replacement resulted in similar estimates of the absolute risk reduction (0.021 to 0.023). We observed greater variability for caliper matching without replacement (0.017 to 0.058). The most disparate estimate (0.058) was caliper matching (high to low).

5. Discussion

We used a series of Monte Carlo simulations to examine the relative performance of different algorithms for forming pairs of treated and untreated subjects matched on the propensity score. In this section, we briefly summarize our findings and place them in the context of the prior literature.

We made several important observations in our Monte Carlo simulations. First, because optimal and nearest neighbor matching result in a matched sample with a larger number of matched pairs, the use of these algorithms tended to result in estimates with greater precision compared with when caliper matching was used (i.e., we observed a smaller variation in the estimated treatment effects across the simulated samples). Second, because nearest neighbor matching within specified caliper widths imposes a maximum difference in propensity scores between treated and untreated subjects within a matched pair, it tended to result in less biased estimates compared with the other matching algorithms. Third, as a result of the aforementioned two observations, the choice between caliper matching and optimal or nearest neighbor matching reflects the variance-bias trade-off. Fourth, using MSE, caliper matching without replacement tended to have a performance that was at least as good as any of the competing algorithms. Fifth, for both caliper matching without replacement and nearest neighbor matching without replacement, we examined whether the order in which treated subjects were sequentially selected for matching had an impact on estimation. Although none of the orderings (low to high, high to low, closest distance, or random) had uniformly superior performance in terms of bias, sequentially selecting treated subjects from highest to lowest propensity score tended to result in greater bias compared with the other three methods of selecting subjects. Similarly, no method of sequentially selecting treated subjects was clearly optimal compared with the others when examining the MSE of the treatment effect. Finally, when comparing optimal matching with the four variants of nearest neighbor matching without replacement, in the majority of scenarios examined, nearest neighbor matching with random selection of treated units resulted in estimates of effect with MSE that was at least as low as that obtained using optimal matching.

Optimal matching and nearest neighbor matching both result in all treated subjects being included in the matched sample. However, nearest neighbor matching within specified calipers can result in the exclusion of some treated subjects from the matched sample if there are insufficient untreated subjects with a propensity score near that of some of the treated subjects. Rosenbaum and Rubin used the term ‘bias due to incomplete matching’ to describe the bias that arises when treated subjects are excluded from the matched sample [9]. Matching allows one to estimate the effect of treatment in those subjects who are ultimately treated. If some treated subjects are excluded from the matched sample, then it is unclear to what treated population the estimated treatment effect applies. This may limit the generalizability of the estimated effect and the ability to describe the population to which it pertains. The use of optimal and nearest neighbor matching avoids bias due to incomplete matching but at the expense of greater bias in the estimated treatment effect.

Despite the observation that no method of selecting the treated subjects for matching had clearly superior performance to the other selection methods, we would recommend that, for conceptual reasons, random selection of treated units be used, particularly when using caliper matching. Matching allows one to estimate the ATT: the effect of treatment in treated subjects. When using caliper matching, some untreated subjects are often excluded from the final matched sample. We hypothesize that random selection of treated units will result in a final matched sample in which the matched treated subjects are most similar to a random sample from the set of all treated subjects. This may improve generalizability and reduce bias due to incomplete matching.

The current study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to compare matching algorithms based on matching with replacement with other commonly-used matching algorithms. On the basis of our findings, we would discourage the use of matching with replacement when forming propensity-score matched samples. Matching with replacement did not result in estimates with less bias compared with the best-performing methods based on caliper matching without replacement. Furthermore, matching with replacement resulted in estimates that displayed greater variability and
that had higher MSE compared with estimates obtained using caliper matching without replacement. Although we estimated the variability of the estimated treatment effects across the 1000 simulated datasets for each scenario, estimating the standard error of an estimated treatment effect obtained using matching with replacement requires specialized methods. Methods for this have been described when the outcome is continuous [22]. However, comparable methods have not been described for settings with binary outcomes.

There is a paucity of research comparing different matching algorithms. Ming and Rosenbaum examined improvements in bias reduction when a variable number of controls were matched to each treated subject compared with when a fixed number of controls were used [23]. They found that variable matching can result in substantial improvements in bias reduction at the cost of only a minor increase in variance. Gu and Rosenbaum compared optimal matching with nearest neighbor matching [24]. Our findings were comparable to theirs: optimal matching resulted in matched pairs in which the mean difference in the propensity score was less than when nearest neighbor matching was used. However, optimal matching did not result in improved balance in measured baseline covariates. Gu and Rosenbaum restricted their attention to covariate balance and differences in the propensity score. The current study complements their study by examining estimation of treatment effects (both differences in means and risk differences) and reporting bias, variance, and MSE. Apart from these earlier studies, there is a dearth of studies comparing the performance of different matching algorithms.

There are certain limitations to the current study that bear noting. First, the focus was on methods for pair-matching on the propensity score. We did not consider full matching nor methods for matching multiple untreated or controls subject to each treated subject. We focused on methods for forming pairs of treated and untreated subjects as this is the most common implementation of propensity score matching in the applied literature [4]. Although applied investigators have occasionally matched multiple untreated subjects to each treated subject, it is rarely optimal to include more than two untreated subjects per treated subject [25]. A second limitation is that we only considered one caliper width when using nearest neighbor matching within a specified caliper width (0.2 of the standard deviation of the logit of the propensity score). This caliper width was selected as it has been shown to be optimal when estimating differences in means and risk differences in a variety of settings [11]. To simplify the simulations and the presentation of the results, we did not consider a range of calipers in the current study. Third, our findings were based on Monte Carlo simulations and thus require replication under a variety of data-generating processes. However, we would note that our extensions were extensive, and we examined five different sets of distributions for the baseline covariates. Fourth, for nearest neighbor matching, we examined matching on the propensity score, whereas for nearest neighbor caliper matching, we examined matching on the logit of the propensity score. This was to reflect how these methods are commonly used in practice. To have examined matching on both metrics for each method would have made the results difficult to present, because there would have been 22 different algorithms, rather than the 12 that we examined. For optimal matching, we examined matching on the propensity score and on the logit of the propensity score. These two different implementations of optimal matching resulted in identical results. Thus, we suspect that the choice of whether to match on the propensity score or on the logit of the propensity may have at most a modest impact on the performance of the different algorithms.

In the methodological literature, researchers have conducted substantial research on methods to estimate effects using propensity-score methods. However, they have given relatively little attention to comparing the methods used for forming pairs of subjects matched on the propensity score. The current study addresses this gap in the existing literature and provides important information as to how best to implement propensity-score matching.

In conclusion, we would recommend that, in most situations, nearest neighbor caliper matching without replacement (random order or closest distance) be used when forming pairs of treated and untreated subjects with similar values of the propensity score. These two approaches tended to result in estimates with minimal bias compared with the other algorithms across a wide range of scenarios. Furthermore, the use of either of these two algorithms resulted in estimates that displayed only negligibly greater variability than the nearest neighbor matching algorithms, which tended to have the best performance. Finally, these two algorithms resulted in estimates that had amongst the lowest MSE.
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